
For June 05, 2015 

Smriti or to Remember 

Sweet child, what would you say about an actor in a drama who 
doesn't know the beginning, middle or end of the drama or the 
main actors, etc.? You should know the biography of the ONE 
who is the greatest Actor of all. The Bestower of Salvation for all 
is the ONE Supreme Father, the Supreme Soul. He is the 
Supreme Guru too. He also gives you children knowledge. He 
teaches you. His part is wonderful. 

Sweet Baba, You are the main Actor of this grand epic movie. You 
are a Benefactor and I am a junior benefactor. I preserve the 
awareness that you are the Bestower of Salvation for the billions 
of souls in the world. The whole world depends on Your selfless 
guidance and teachings. Your part is wonderful and my part is 
wonderful.  

Samarthi or Power 

I constantly plug myself into the power that is received from the 
above smriti. I become aware how my smriti is recharging my 
self-respect. I pay attention to how my smriti is giving me 
strength and is allowing me to operate with equanimity and 
patience in an ever-changing world.  

Mano-vritti or Attitude 

Baba to Soul: You have to tolerate praise and defamation, regard 
and disregard, happiness and sorrow. 

I am determined to have an attitude of tolerance. Sweet Baba I 
will fill myself with remembrance of You, so that I don’t fluctuate 
in praise and defamation, regard and disregard, happiness and 



sorrow. I must maintain an attitude of tolerance so that my mind 
does not fluctuate. I realize that everything happens to make me 
strong. I don’t blame anything or anyone and keep an attitude of 
equanimity.  

Drishti or Pure Vision 

Baba to Soul: He is the great Surgeon. He gives you the injection 
of knowledge. It is also called the ointment of knowledge. This 
knowledge is also called the kajal (eye make-up) of knowledge. 

Today, I’m determined to wear the kajal (eyeliner) of knowledge. 
This defines and beautifies my drishti. With Baba, I contour my 
third eye with the kajal of knowledge, and so make my drishti 
spiritually lovely and divine. This enhances and transforms the 
way I perceive the world and all souls.  

Creating a Wave 

I will do mansa seva and be part of creating a beautiful wave of 
pure remembrance and attitude spanning the whole globe during 
the 7:00pm to 7:30pm meditation. I will engage the smriti, mano-
vritti, and drishti from above and give sakaash to the whole world 
as a humble instrument. 


